
MASKED
BAME records for COVID transmission could be significantly under-reported
BAME data for health outcomes could be vastly under-reported, thanks to skews in 
data collection – according to Webber Phillips’ new analysis. Our report, ‘How accurate 
is NHS ethnicity data?’ found that 14,000 BAME records had been under-counted at 
the example NHS Trust whose records we analysed. If similar data slants are occurring 
nationally, this could mean over 1.5 million unrecorded BAME patients across the UK.

The biases arise thanks to the data collection methods used across NHS Trusts, which 
mask the size of non-White and non-British minorities. They were identified by using 
Origins, our name recognition 
tool, to look at nearly 1 million 
patient records at an NHS Trust 
over two years. The study comes 
on the back of extensive evi-
dence that BAME groups have 
been worse affected by COVID 
– as well as reports that BAME 
groups are more hesitant about 
receiving vaccines.
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IN OUR VIEW
COVID-19, ethnicity and the NHS’s promise of equality
Even the most switched on of doctors can’t do much for you if 
they don’t know your full medical history. When my GP told me 
that I’d have to repeat some routine blood tests, I wasn’t alarmed, 

just puzzled; what could have gone wrong with such a simple procedure? Well, she 
said, we couldn’t get a result because we didn’t know about your sickle cell.  

It transpired that in the transfer of records from a previous doctor, a vital fact was 
omitted:  I am amongst the one in thirteen black people who carry the genetic trait for 
this hereditary disease. For many it can be crippling. In my father’s case 
it was fatal. Many groups in our society – people of Mediterranean or 
Middle Eastern background who suffer from thalassaemia, Jews who 
inherit Tay-Sachs for example – face similar, lethal, challenges. 

The NHS was founded in 1948, exactly two weeks after the arrival 
of the Empire Windrush, and is hailed worldwide as the ideal of equal 
treatment – a service that made no distinction between the descend-
ants of those new arrivals and everyone else. But in a diverse nation, the NHS needs 
to know who and what it is treating. Variations in COVID susceptibility and vaccine 
hesitancy have emphasised the need to understand the impact of ethnic difference on 
health care. Recent revelations that technology monitoring blood oxygen levels – in use 
for many years now – may have contributed to avoidable deaths by misreading data 
for dark-skinned patients should be sounding alarm bells. 

Our work with one of Britain’s largest health trusts shows clearly that we no longer 
know enough about the British people as they now are; by our reckoning there are 
some 1.5 million people who are, in effect, invisible to a service that should recog-
nise everyone equally. The technology to put everyone back in the picture is readily 
available. If the NHS really wants to deliver on its promise of equality, it needs to  
engage those capabilities urgently, in days, not weeks. 

In a diverse nation 
the service needs 
to know who and 
what it is treating

The report identifies three reasons for under-counting:

• BAME and migrant-heritage groups were heavily 
over-represented in ‘Not known’ or ‘Not stated’ 
categories

• The ‘white other’ code included many people who 
might self- describe as BAME or experience similar 
challenges

• A significant proportion of BAME and migrant-
heritage groups were coded as ethnically ‘British’.

Potential underlying factors for this include: a lack of confidence among frontline staff 
when it comes to identifying ethnicity, lower trust for institutions among migrant-
heritage groups, language barriers, differences between self-identification and ancestry, 
and a lack of clarity on NHS forms – some of which conflate citizenship with ethnicity.  
  Our paper: How accurate is NHS ethnicity data?  Full report  

Trevor Phillips

https://webberphillips.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/How-accurate-is-NHS-ethnicity-data-REPORT-April-2021.pdf


WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Welsh names, rugby and the state of the union 
A recent poll reported that 31 per cent of Welsh voters want independence – compared 
to 50 per cent of Scottish voters and 51 per cent of Northern Irish voters. This could 
be seen to demonstrate that 
Wales is more integ rated 
with England than the other 
two nations in the UK – an 
interesting premise to test.

It also raises the fascinat-
ing hypothetical of where 
the Welsh border might be 
drawn – if the two nations 
were ever separated on the 
basis of genuine differences 
in identity and heritage.

Names are a good way to explore this. It is not just recent arrivals to the UK who 
have distinctive names, after all. Each region of the British Isles also has a stock of 
recognisably local surnames.

Nowhere is this truer than in Wales. Just compare the number of Welsh Rugby 
icons who are named Jones with those named Smith. As the table shows, 5.76 per 
cent of the 1,164 who have played for Wales in senior Rugby Union internationals 
since 1881 bore the surname Jones (67 players in total). That is 
one seventeenth – not far off an average of one Jones per team. 
This is compared with three Welsh rugby players called Smith, the 
most common UK surname – a figure which represents just 0.26 
per cent of all players.

 Overall, an astonishing 466 of the 1,164 players to have ever 
played for Wales – i.e. just over 40 per cent – have carried one of the 
21 surnames listed in the chart above. And more than 20 per cent have had one of just 
four names: Jones, Davies, Williams and Evans. This illustrates a distinctive feature of 
Welsh culture – namely the relatively small number of different surnames you are likely 
to find in a typical class of 
Welsh children. 

One consequence of this 
is the adoption of double- 
barrelled names, such as 
Lloyd-Jones, Griffith-Jones. 
Another is the traditional 
Welsh practice of referring to 
people by their occupation 
as well as by their surname, 
as in ‘Jones the Butcher’.   

  Is Cardiff the least Welsh 
town in Wales?  
Read the full blog
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It is not just 
recent arrivals to 
the UK who have 
distinctive names
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https://richardwebber-70722.medium.com/is-cardiff-the-least-welsh-town-in-wales-309c5a98eb6a?source=rss-f1163f795775------2


TIDAL SHIFTS
The unique politics of the Thames estuary 
An often-overlooked contribution to Tony Blair’s electoral success was his under-
standing of the ‘Estuary English’ vernacular and identity. Linguists tell us that this 
form of speech originated on either side of the Thames Estuary during the 1980. For 
this reason, the Thames Estuary provides an interesting example of the relationship 
between a region’s cultural history and its voting patterns.

Blair was not the first politician to connect with the people of the Thames Estuary. 
As long ago as 1381 Wat Tyler, who came from a village between Basildon and Thurrock, 
helped local people to articulate their dissatisfaction with 
the medieval establishment. In 1979 it was the capture of 
Basildon that most tangibly symbolised Margaret Thatcher’s 
appeal to a disaffected and aspirational working class.

And, sure enough, it was among C1 and C2 owner- 
occupiers, in constituencies bordering the Thames Estuary, 
where New Labour achieved many of its largest swings 18 
years later. 

  Both harbinger and bellwether – what Britain’s political elite can 
learn from the Thames Estuary  Read the full blog  

ELECTIONS AND ETHNICITY
Diversity and the red wall 
Does local change alter attitudes to immigration? The usual answer is no. To take one 
truism, many Leave-voting areas were not especially diverse – certainly compared 
to Remain-voting counterparts in big cities. They opposed 
freedom of movement without experiencing as much of it.

But what if this ignores half the picture? Our report 
just before Christmas looked at the level of the non white 
British population in each seat – but also at the change 
in that proportion. It found that level and change effectively have the opposite 
consequences, politically. Already-diverse communities – i.e. those with a high level 
– tend to vote Labour. But those where diversity is increasing fast – i.e. high change 
– more often choose the Tories.

The chart shows this. ‘Cosmopol-
itan Settled’ seats (high level, low 
change) have swung towards Labour 
since 2010. ‘Newly Divers ifying’ seats 
(low level, high change) have swung 
to the Tories. We hope this will con-
tribute to a more nuanced conversa-
tion about the politics of immigration. 

  Our paper: Red walls falling 
Full article on Politics.co.uk  |   
Analysis briefing  |  Full report  
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https://richardwebber-70722.medium.com/both-harbinger-and-bellwether-what-britains-political-elite-can-learn-from-the-thames-estuary-d4fe0d767800
https://www.politics.co.uk/comment-analysis/2020/11/25/migration-and-change-the-counter-intuitive-findings-of-a-new-local-study/
https://webberphillips.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Release-Red-Walls-falling.pdf
https://webberphillips.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Red-Walls-falling-Webber-Phillips-Nov-2020.pdf


ON THE MAP

The map above is one we have used a lot in the past. It shows, for every postcode 
across Greater London and the surrounding area, the largest group aside from white 
British (West European names are also not included). Within the data one can observe 
really fascinating patterns. We can see the very significant Bangladeshi population in 
Tower Hamlets, for example, the concentrated Baltic-heritage population just north 
of London City Airport and the Orthodox Jewish population around Stamford Hill. We 
can observe, within this, both the immense diversity of London and the interesting 
and unique ways in which different groups have settled. 
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Richard Webber is the originator of the postcode classification systems Acorn and Mosaic and 
is a former Director of Experian. He is a visiting professor at the University of Newcastle 
and a fellow of the Market Research Society.

Trevor Phillips is a writer and television producer, and was the founding chair 
of the Equality and Human Rights Commission. He chairs Index on Censorship 
and is a Senior Fellow at Policy Exchange think tank.

www.webberphillips.com
www.originsinfo.com
email: nicola.barker@webberphillips.com

ORIGINS 
software update

Origins users, please note that  
the software has been updated as 

of March 2021. Tens of thousands of 
additional family and personal names 

are now coded, and geographical  
files have been updated –  
meaning greater accuracy  

and granularity.

http://www.webberphillips.com
http://www.originsinfo.com
mailto:nicola.barker%40webberphillips.com?subject=

